
Customer relationship skills

training by



The journey to service excellence isn’t easy

and this because it’s all about people



Because threats to the customer journey can include

First impressions

Decisions

Communication

Ownership

Hidden 

costs

Hidden 

opportunities



What follows are examples of content

but we are most interested in 

your objectives



The challenges

o Driving profitable growth.

o Maximising utilisation, giving away time and 

resources at no charge.

o Confidence to create sales opportunities.

o Customer ‘price’ demands.

o Focusing on technical solutions rather than what 

customers want.

o Service reports and emails demonstrating best value.

o Demanding time-frames and customers.

o Engineers being reactive and not always considering 

opportunities for growth or the impact of what they 

say and do.

What you could gain

o Bespoke soft skills training, tailored to the 

business, region, team and individuals on the 

courses.

o Employees feeling invested in.

o Motivational training that helps with retaining 

good people. Personal development training 

that can be used both inside and outside of 

the workplace.

o A toolkit of models for accessing best practice 

and tools for handling difficult situations.

o Many times return on investment.



The customer is not always right

Inevitably, problems and people will come along to challenge you

o When our brain reacts it can quickly respond with fight, freeze or flight reactions

o It is easy to look for the negative in any situation - but - the brain can be trained to scan for the positive and 

to take a more helpful problem solving approach

o A few helpful words can change a mindset, behaviour and improve performance

o The simple tools in our training will help you



What it takes 

Commitment

Ownership

Purpose

Excellence

This is what makes 

service happen

Customer service is 

everyone’s job

Motivates people more 

than money

Your brand is built by your

people

Perfection isn’t possible
but you can do your best

and learn to COPE

Profitable 

Growth



How could you measure the results?



Food for thought



Trusted adviser

Customer perception of suppliers

Status Requirements / desires / vision Driver Value

Cost

Partner

Solution provider

Partner

For knowledge, skills, services

Working to achieve agreed goals

The go-to provider as needs arise

Price, quality and service

Perception of value being 

the main factor

Trust

Rapport

Respect

Results

PriceGood supplier





Playing your part in and being part of a high performing team

Circle of 

trust

Circle of 

honesty
Circle of 

influence

Circle of 

safety

Through COPE individuals can come 

together, achieve congruence

and high performance.

Ownership

Commitment

Purpose

Excellence

Congruence



How do we do it?



We start from the place that 

everyone has potential

and can improve



Training that’s built 

for your business 
and people

The 

discussion

and change
creates the 

value



A simple way of considering 

where your capabilities come 

from.

3 systems in your mind and those 

you live and work with.

Which affect buying decisions.



What you feed into your mind and 

the minds of others has a 

significant effect on energy 
levels, creativity, confidence, 

flexibility, motivation, judgement, 

performance …



o Build stronger skills.

o Gain psychological advantages, such as being more 

focused and confident.

o Ultimately perform better. 

Your employees can use our tools at any time where 

they need to prepare for something when they might be 

under pressure. 

Combining best practice and regular 
practice helps people to:



Which has the greatest impact on performance?



Self-confidence

Confidence comes from being prepared



Thinking about communications

with your external customers

and internal customers



The best customer service question

• Speed and efficiency?

Where do your people 

focus?

• Customer needs?

• Task or process needs?

Where should they focus?

• Their immediate needs?



Common challenges can include



Allowing customers to lead

Sometimes

Allowing your customers to take the lead 

and you on a detour will mean arriving at 

a better place.

Slow down to go faster.



Improving communication in challenging situations

Sometimes we can be guilty of:

o Reacting when we need to think

o Speaking when we really need to listen

o Assuming when we need to check our understanding

o Emailing when making a call or a face to face meeting would be better



Communication as a process 



Making better decisions and communicating more effectively

Decision

Think

Consequences

C

O

P

E

Commitment 

Ownership 
Purpose 

Excellence

Asking for another opinion 

could save a lot of time 
and resources later

Better

Outcomes

Don’t drop the ball. If someone does, pick it up and help. Don’t blame.

PeopleProcessProduct

Communicate

Effectively
Better

Teamwork



You will take away game changing 

communication tools 



1 2 3

When used these simply increase sales because they improve 

communication, control of the sales process

and competitive advantage

Take away 3 powerful game changers



Communication levels – building trust and relationships

o Keep building trust

o Keep demonstrating empathy

o Keep learning

o Keep moving higher

o Take intelligent risks



Worth remembering 



Why do we need to listen

Listening is critical to the communication process

Creates a bond of respect

Increases productivity

Results in cooler heads

Increases confidence in us

Promotes accuracy

Makes us appear wiser and more competent

Makes customers feel valued rather than processed

We are not as good at it as we think

If we are doing 20% of 

the talking - it’s a sign 
that things are probably 

going well

80% of what we say 

people don’t hear. 

The percentage can 

increase and reduce 
depending on delivery, 

tone and body language

20%

80%

0%



Improving communication in challenging situations - EDIT

Make it 

1. Easy to understand and do

2. Hard to misunderstand

3. Valuable to your audience

When asking or explaining

Use this is because to make it clear

Be prepared to perform

o Right people

o Right time

o Right environment

o Right agenda

o Right way

o Right outcome

Follow-up

Work to deadlines



You will take away rapport and trust

building skills and tools



The power of rapport





Handling difficult people 

and situations



Dealing with angry people

You can’t reason with an angry or furious personStorming - fight

Calming

Negotiating

Resolving

Performing
Focus on what you can do to help the person

Try to give the person options and ask what they prefer

Adopt a problem solving helpful approach (a “how can I help you ?” approach)

Be careful not to embarrass or make the person look stupid avoid blame and criticism

Remember why people get angry (Needs not being met, fear of loss, desire for gain)

Slow down, be careful not to rush or push because you are feeling under pressure

Take a step back to avoid invading the person’s space (be aware of your own and the safety of others)

Ask yourself how you are feeling to check your own emotions and avoid getting angry yourself

Listen to the person and acknowledge what they have said

Understand what they need and value

Ask helpful questions and listen

Consider your body language, your own non-verbal communication

Don’t focus on what you can’t do



PSL provides completely tailored 

customer service training

to your business, people

and goals



Phase one creating a good plan

Desired 

results
ConsequencesGuidelines Resources Accountability

The objectives 

you want to 
achieve

The training 

plan or how
Understanding of 

the investment
needed

The results you 

expect to see
and how

This approach removes risk and sets the foundations to build success upon.

The journey starts with a no cost or obligation discussion.
We are here to help.

Understanding of 

who needs to do 
what by when



Knowledge Skills Attitude



Customer service excellence training

Leadership and management training
Negotiation skills training

Sales training 

Improving people and processes

Our mission is to help people and 

businesses grow

We serve clients from the public and private 

sectors, ranging from large multinational 

organizations, departments and agencies to 

small businesses across the UK and 

internationally. 

We offer a highly flexible and inspiring approach 

to people and business development. 

Website: www.psl-uk.com

Email: enquiries@psl-uk.com

http://www.psl-uk.com/
http://psl-uk.com

